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Election could bring sweeping changes 
to the economic outlook

n The 2020 election is now less than two weeks away. While all elections have 
implications for the economic outlook, the two candidates for this year’s 
contest have historically divergent views on pretty much all important 
aspects of the economic policy landscape. In this note, we consider the 
implications for the economic outlook of the four possible combinations of 
president and Senate.

n A blue sweep, in which Biden wins the presidency and Democrats take 
control of the Senate, appears the most likely outcome according to polls 
and model projections. This result would provide the most fiscal stimulus to 
the economy in 2021. While the Biden plan does detail about $2.5tn of tax 
increases over the next decade, we assume these will not be implemented 
until the economy is on firmer footing, likely late 2021 or early 2022. 
Simulations of the Fed staff's model show that an additional $2tn stimulus 
package could significantly boost the economy next year, lifting real GDP 
growth by about 5 percentage points, adding 3 million jobs, and lowering 
the unemployment rate by nearly 2 percentage points.

n Given that the blue sweep scenario marks the most dramatic break from the 
status quo, we also detail the likely implications for trade and regulatory 
policy, and discuss the key political considerations and possible 
appointments to crucial economic adviser positions that could help 
determine the policy outcomes.

n However, the second most likely outcome – a Biden win and a Republican 
Senate – is also the most negative for 2021 growth, in our view. Fiscal 
stimulus is likely to be far more marginal and other key elements of the 
Biden agenda that could be implemented through executive orders or 
guidance on regulation are likely to be negative for near-term growth 
prospects. With control of the Senate possibly not determined until 
January, there could be a prolonged period of uncertainty about fiscal 
policy prospects following the election (see “Video: Who is going to win the 
US election?” and “Which states have the potential for the most election 
uncertainty?”).

n We conclude by detailing key considerations for a second term for 
President Trump. While a status quo outcome in the Senate is most likely 
conditional on a Trump victory, a Democratic Senate could provide the most 
intriguing outcome for economic policy. In this scenario, the key question 
is whether Trump would pivot towards working with Democrats on fiscal 
questions, including a big infrastructure package.
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Introduction 

The 2020 election is now less than two weeks away. While all elections have 
implications for the economic outlook, the two candidates for this year’s contest 
have historically divergent views on pretty much all important aspects of the 
economic policy landscape: taxes, government spending, regulation, trade, among 
others. Beyond the presidential outcome, the makeup of the next Congress adds 
further crucial layers for determining how the 2020 election will affect economic 
conditions in the years to come. In recent analysis, we discussed in detail the state 
of play of the US election (see “Video: Who is going to win the US election?”, "2020 
election primer (9 October)", and “Which states have the potential for the most 
election uncertainty?”). In this note, we consider the economic implications of the 
four possible election outcomes – we assume that the House remains under 
Democratic control – in more detail.

Our current economic forecast for the US assumes no additional fiscal stimulus 
prior to the election, no agreed package in the lame duck session, and between 
$750-1tn of stimulus legislated next year post inauguration. As we noted in the last 
comprehensive global outlook update, this was viewed as an average of sorts of 
very different fiscal trajectories conditional on the election outcome (see “World 
outlook update: Recovery progressing amid uncertainty”). As such, the ex-post 
risks around this expectation are substantial. In particular, as we detail below, a 
“blue sweep”, in which Democrats control the White House and the entire 
Congress, likely produces significantly more fiscal stimulus than we have built into 
our forecast, while other outcomes, such as a Biden presidency with a Republican 
Senate, should deliver significantly less support.

In what follows, we detail our expectations for economic policy following the 
election for each of these four outcomes. In some cases where we have a better 
sense of the potential changes in economic policy, such as the most likely outcome 
of a blue sweep, we also provide a tentative assessment of the quantitative impact 
on key economic variables, including output and unemployment. This analysis will 
help guide our forecast revisions once the election outcome is determined, which 
as we noted in several of the aforementioned reports, may not be until weeks (or 
possibly even months) after Election Day.

Blue sweep (60-70% probability)

At this point less than two weeks from the election, the most likely outcome based 
on polling and model forecasts is a blue sweep in which Democrats win the 
presidency, take the Senate (likely by a narrow margin), and keep the House. Strict 
reads of the point election forecasts from 538 and The Economist imply around a 
65% probability to this outcome.

Large fiscal stimulus up front, tax offset to follow
The biggest question for the economy in a blue sweep scenario is the sequencing 
of fiscal stimulus measures versus tax increases, which are a key feature of the 
Biden economic plan. Given the economic backdrop, with still elevated 
unemployment (7.9% currently), and remaining uncertainties about the course of 
the virus, as well as the large fiscal stimulus packages legislated by the Democratic 
House in recent months, we anticipate that focus of a new administration initially 
will be supporting the economy. As a starting point, we think an initial package in 
the $2-2.5tn range is a reasonable assumption for upfront stimulus. This package 
will include support for extended unemployment insurance, state and local 
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governments funds, stimulus checks, funding for combatting Covid (e.g., PPE, 
testing and tracing, etc.) and aid to certain sectors (e.g., airlines) and small 
businesses via a renewal of the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) to allow for 
second loans, among other measures. The Biden campaign has laid out detailed 
plans for a number of other fiscal measures in the coming years as part of their 
“Building Back Better” plan, including significant funds for a “buy America” 
initiative as well as substantial infrastructure spending, meaningful investments in 
education and child care, among other initiatives. We consider these bigger picture 
objectives to be part of a later stage of aiding the economic recovery from the Covid 
crisis.

Although Biden has committed to reversing much of the Trump tax cuts and, in 
particular, raising the corporate tax rate “on day one” - it will take time to craft and 
implement a tax bill and we anticipate that preference will first be given to stimulus. 
As a result, we assume that the enactment of tax increases are likely to be delayed 
until closer to end-2021 or early 2022. In terms of the key features of Biden’s tax 
plan, he has committed to not raising taxes on any household earning under $400k 
while restoring the top individual tax rate to 39.6%. The plan also increases the 
corporate tax rate from 21% to 28%, increases the cap on social security earnings, 
and taxes capital gains as ordinary income for taxpayers with $1 million or more in 
income, among other measures.1  While initial estimates of this tax plan concluded 
that it would raise $3-4tn over ten years, the latest from the Tax Policy Center (TPC), 
which reflects the most recent guidance from the Biden campaign, estimates that 
the plan will raise somewhat less over the next decade, near $2.5tn. The TPC 
assume that these changes will not kick in until 2022, and therefore the fiscal drag 
from Biden’s tax plan is very limited until 2023, when the TPC estimate it will raise 
$173bn in revenue (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Estimated effects of Biden's tax plan on revenues from Tax Policy Center

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2021-30 2031-40

Individual  income & payroll taxes -37.1 -48.7 20.8 132.9 146.4 107.8 91.8 103.2 114.6 126.4 758.1 1978.1

Business taxes 0 91.2 137.7 142.9 147.5 157.9 168 173.2 178.1 182.7 1379.1 2188.7

Estate & gift or wealth taxes 0 3.2 14.1 18.3 24.9 31.2 30.2 31.6 32.2 32.6 218.2 516.7

Consumption taxes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total revenue effect of all provisions -37.1 45.6 172.7 294.1 318.8 296.8 290 308 324.8 341.7 2355.4 4683.6

Total revenue as a % of GDP -0.2 0.2 0.8 1.2 1.3 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 0.9 1.2

Notes: Baseline is current law.

Fiscal years 2021 to 2040, $ Bn

Source : Urban-Brookings Tax Policy Center Microsimulation Model (version 0920-1) and Tax Policy Center estimates, Deutsche Bank

On distributional impacts, as we have noted, Biden’s tax plan commits to not raising 
taxes on anyone under $400k of adjusted gross income. As a result, higher taxes are 
disproportionately borne by the top 20% of the income distribution. Households in 
the bottom 80% of the income distribution would actually receive tax cuts. Overall, 
tax increases would amount to a roughly 2% reduction in aggregate after-tax 
income while households in the top 1% of the income distribution would see a 
roughly 15% decline in after tax income in 2022 (Figure 2). While higher taxes 
should act as at least a modest drag on growth, the distribution of these changes 
should limit the aggregate impact if not allow for a positive growth impulse. Indeed, 
with households with higher marginal propensities to consume at the lower end of 
the income distribution receiving tax cuts, while households with lower marginal 

1 For a full analysis of the Biden tax plan see the latest from The Tax Policy Center: https://
www.taxpolicycenter.org/publications/updated-analysis-former-vice-president-bidens-tax-
proposals/full.
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propensities to consume at the upper end of the income distribution receiving tax 
increases, the drag should be limited.

Figure 2: Distributional impact of Biden tax increases
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Figure 3: Biden tax increases skewed significantly towards 
higher income households

Expanded cash Percent change in Share of total Average federal

income percentile
a

after-tax income
b

federal tax change (%) tax change ($) Change (%pts) Under the proposal (%)

Lowest quintile 5.2 -12.8 -750 -5.0 -2.2

Second quintile 2.2 -11.7 -790 -2.0 5.2

Middle quintile 1.0 -8.4 -620 -0.9 11.6

Fourth quintile 0.4 -4.7 -420 -0.3 15.9

Top quintile -5.0 137 14700 3.8 27.8

All -1.8 100.0 1510 1.5 20.0

Addendum

80-90 -0.2 2.0 410 0.2 19.7

90-95 -0.8 4.3 1880 0.6 22.2

95-99 -2.4 16.0 8970 1.8 25.6

Top 1 percent -15.9 114.8 265640 11.1 41.2

Top 0.1 percent -21.8 70.6 1595110 15.1 45.8

Average federal tax rate
c

Distrubution of Federal tax change under Biden's tax plan

By expanded cash income percentile, 2030

Notes: Estimates are for calendar year. Baseline is current law. Proposal includes all assumptions detailed in the appendix.

Distributional estimates do not include the impact of proposals to increase tax compliance.

Source : Urban-Brookings Tax Policy Center Microsimulation Model (version 0920-1), Deutsche Bank

Economic impact of fiscal stimulus assumptions
To get an initial sense about the potential near-term implications of these measures 
for the economic outlook in 2021 and 2022, we use the Fed staff’s model for the US 
economy (FRBUS). For these simulations, we assume two different scenarios. In 
the first, more conservative scenario we assume that government spending rises by 
around $1tn more relative to our current baseline by the end of 2021. Given that we 
have already factored in $750-1tn into our forecast already, this can be viewed as 
an outcome where the fiscal stimulus is around the recent House passed bill of $2tn. 
A second more aggressive scenario would be for government spending to rise by 
an another $1tn (roughly $3tn of fiscal stimulus in total after factoring in our starting 
point assumption). In both scenarios we attempt to account for some elements of 
Biden's tax plan, for instance by raising the corporate tax rate to 28% in Q1 2022 and 
adjusting the personal tax parameter enough to reduce after-tax incomes by about 
2% in 2022. However, given that we are unable to model all of the key details of these 
tax and spending policies, we emphasize that these simulations are only illustrative 
and focus primarily on 2021.

Figures 4 through 7 show the response of real GDP, employment, unemployment 
and core PCE to these two fiscal stimulus shocks. Recall that these are intended to 
reflect the impact on our forecast, which already builds in $750-1tn of fiscal 
stimulus next year. Under the more conservative scenario of an additional $1tn of 
stimulus, year-over-year real GDP growth is about 3 percentage points higher next 
year, employment gains would be about 2 million more, the unemployment rate 
would be about 1 percentage point lower, and core PCE inflation would rise by 
about 0.1 percentage points relative to our baseline. The larger fiscal stimulus 
assumptions lead to an even more significant impact on the outlook, with real GDP 
growth about 5 percentage points higher next year, employment about 3 million 
higher, unemployment about 1.75 percentage points lower and core PCE inflation 
about 15bps higher than baseline. In short, perhaps not surprisingly, massive 
upfront fiscal stimulus could lead to substantially improved economic outcomes 
net year.
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Figure 4: Impact on yoy real GDP growth relative to 
baseline
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Figure 5: Impact on jobs relative to baseline
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Figure 6: Impact on unemployment rate relative to 
baseline
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Figure 7: Impact on yoy core PCE inflation relative to 
baseline
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Fiscal stimulus could therefore meaningfully accelerate the timing at which the 
economy achieves the pre-virus level of activity. Under our baseline forecast, that 
level is achieved in late 2021 / early 2022. However, if we add an additional $1tn of 
stimulus legislated at the start of 2021, the pre-virus level of activity could be 
achieved around mid-2021 (Figure 8). The more aggressive scenario with an 
additional $2tn package on top of our baseline assumption brings that outcome 
further forward to late Q1 2021.
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Figure 8: Significant fiscal package could meaningfully accelerate return to pre-
virus level of activity
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Clearly there are significant uncertainties around these projections. First, as noted 
previously, we are unable to model all of the detailed policies under consideration. 
Second, we assume that fiscal stimulus can be legislated immediately in Q1 and 
that tax increases will be delayed until early 2022. That may be too optimistic. Third, 
fiscal multipliers are inherently uncertain. While we are able to keep the Fed on hold, 
which along with the presence of significant labor market slack argues for larger 
than average multipliers, the pandemic will tend to reduce multipliers by 
constraining activities on which money can be spent. For example, there will still 
exist supply-side constraints on high-contact service industries in the absence of a 
widely-available vaccine.

Political risks around these projections
There are also substantial political risks around these fiscal assumptions within a 
blue sweep scenario, which are largely a function of the margin with which 
Democrats win the Senate. If, for example, the Democrats only held the majority 
with 50 (with a then Vice-President Harris's tie breaker) or 51 seats, then much more 
moderate Democratic Senators such as Arizona's Sinema or West Virginia's 
Manchin would be the marginal vote needed to get any legislation through the 
Senate. Both of these Senators are not up for re-election until 2024, and thus would 
be relatively unconstrained politically in the early years of a Biden administration. 
As such, they could wield outsized influence in pushing legislation in a much more 
moderate direction.

If the Democrats won the Senate by a wider margin, say 54 or 55 seats, then the 
Biden administration would have more latitude to get its agenda through the Senate 
without "watering it down". Nevertheless, to get things done, the progressive and 
moderate wings of the party will have to come to terms to achieve some of the 
ambitious goals in the Biden platform.

Even with such a large margin, a Biden Administration would be hampered by the 
filibuster, which, loosely speaking, puts a 60 vote threshold for legislation to make 
it through the Senate. However, the Democrats could, with a simple majority, 
choose to do away with the filibuster. While there are many voices in the 
Democratic party calling for this action, including former President Obama, there 
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is some reluctance to do this as it would allow Republicans to pass legislation with 
a simple majority the next time they take the Senate. As such, removing the 
filibuster has typically been thought of as "the nuclear option." With the filibuster 
in place, the Biden administration would be limited to achieving their goals either 
through executive orders or through budget reconciliation, which, as we saw with 
the 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, does allow for some bills to pass with a simple 
majority. However, one requirement is that any such bill passed cannot increase the 
deficit beyond a ten-year window, which would limit the scope of what the Biden 
administration could do. As such, the debate around the filibuster should be 
watched very carefully going forward.

Trade policy
In many ways, the Biden agenda is a continuation of the Trump presidency’s desire 
to rebuild US manufacturing, re-shore economic activity, and confront China on a 
variety of issues related to technology and intellectual property. One key element of 
the Biden platform is a “buy America” initiative, which when coupled with 
government investment in R&D is set to total $700bn. General bipartisan 
agreement on issues related to the economic relationship with China indicates that 
the tensions laid bare in recent years are likely to persist regardless of the outcome 
of the election.

However, the tactics are likely to differ greatly. Indeed, the first pillar of the Biden 
plan on international economic relationships is to work within coalitions, which 
would mark a sharp turn from the unilateral approach taken by the Trump 
administration over the past four years. Consistent with this, we anticipate that a 
Biden administration would ratchet down confrontations with other advanced 
economies that were targeted with tariffs on steel and aluminum in recent years. 
We would also expect threats of global auto tariffs to be shelved.

As reversing tariffs on imports from China will likely prove to be difficult politically 
in the near-term, they are likely to remain for some time. It is also unclear how Biden 
would approach agreements already in place with China. For example, many of the 
stipulations spelled out in the Phase I agreement signed this past February by the 
Trump Administration are already in doubt. However, a Biden administration could 
see economic benefits from removing these tariffs at some point, given that they 
have fallen disproportionately on US consumers. At minimum, we do not view the 
Biden Administration as willing to escalate tariffs, especially in the near term while 
the global economy is still being depressed by the pandemic.

Finally, prospects for a return to multilateral trade negotiations would be possible 
under a Biden administration, though a US population skeptical on the benefits of 
free trade agreements may require a clearer focus on how trade deals benefit US 
households, particularly those that have suffered costs from globalization and 
automatization in recent decades. Moreover, Biden's $400bn government 
procurement plan could come into conflict with existing trade agreements such as 
the USMCA.

Regulatory policy
On regulation, a Biden administration would focus on rolling back many of the shifts 
toward deregulation during the Trump presidency in various areas, including the 
environment, energy, health, occupational safety, consumer protection, food and 
agriculture, finance, immigration, and so on. On health care, Biden will look to 
strengthen and expand the Affordable Care Act. On energy and the environment, 
Biden will look to combat climate change by committing the US economy to net-
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zero emissions by 2050. On immigration, Biden has committed to rolling back many 
of the Trump administration's policies, protecting the Dreamers, and providing a 
pathway to legalization for agricultural workers.

Key economic appointments
A critical question for the economic policy approach of a Biden administration 
remains how influential the progressive wing of the party will be in setting the policy 
agenda over the next four years. Investors are likely to focus on appointments to key 
economic adviser positions, most notably Treasury Secretary, for signals about 
whether economic policy will be influenced more by the moderate or progressive 
wings of the party. Our read is that Biden is by nature a centrist and has tended to 
surround himself with more centrist economic advisers. As such, he is likely to 
appoint more moderate candidates to key economic posts.

While the Biden administration has not made any candidates explicit, news reports 
have focused on the potential for current Fed Governor Lael Brainard to be 
nominated for the Treasury Secretary position, which would likely be viewed as a 
nod in the direction of a more moderate approach to economic policy. Brainard was 
viewed as a possible candidate for this position if Hillary Clinton had won in 2016, 
and her policy leanings as a Fed governor would seem to fit well with the 
undercurrents of the Biden platform – Brainard has supported the Fed's more 
dovish monetary policy approach adopted at Jackson Hole, while also serving as an 
expert on the Community Reinvestment Act and supporting higher bank capital 
requirements through the countercyclical capital buffer (CCyB). Other potential 
moderate candidates for the Treasury secretary position could be Roger Ferguson, 
Mellody Hobson, and former Fed Chair Janet Yellen, among others. On the more 
progressive side, Senator Elizabeth Warren has been mentioned, as has former Fed 
Governor Sarah Bloom Raskin. However, Senator Warren's seat could be critical in 
determining who controls the Senate and by what margin, which makes her 
appointment somewhat less likely given the governor of Massachusetts is a 
Republican. Several other economic advisers from the Obama presidency and the 
current Biden campaign could be considered for other key economic positions, 
including Jared Bernstein, Austan Goolsbee, Ben Harris, Heather Boushey, and 
Jason Furman, among others.

At the Fed, Chair Powell’s and Vice Chair Clarida’s terms expire in early 2022. The 
current Fed leadership has received exemplary marks for the central bank's 
performance during the current crisis preventing a potential financial market 
meltdown and shifting the focus of policy in the longer-term toward greater 
progress on a more "broad-based and inclusive labor market objective. That said, 
it is it is possible that Biden would want to put his mark on the central bank or that 
Powell and Clarida would prefer to move on. If that is the case, many of the 
candidates mentioned above could be considered. In fact Brainard has also been 
mentioned in news outlets as a potential candidate for the Chair position, as has 
Atlanta Fed President Raphael Bostic. However, given the aforementioned shift 
from the Fed in recent months, we do not anticipate that these changes will have 
a material impact on the trajectory of monetary policy.

The more consequential turnover in Fed leadership would likely be for the Vice Chair 
of Supervision seat. We would anticipate that Governor Quarles would exit and 
would be replaced by someone with financial regulation leanings more in line with 
the Democractic party. One possible candidate for this seat would be Nellie Liang, 
a former senior Fed staffer who has focused on financial stability and regulatory 
issues, and who was reportedly considered for a Board seat under the Trump 
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administration.

Biden win and Republican Senate (20-25% probability)

With many Senate races closer and more difficult to assess due to less frequent and 
reliable polling, we think the second most likely outcome for this election is a Biden 
presidency with a Republican Senate. The direct read from the most recent 538 
model forecasts has the probability of this scenario at about 22%. On balance, while 
the most likely scenario of a blue sweep we just outlined leads to the most fiscal 
stimulus next year, this second most likely outcome of a Biden win but the 
legislative branch remaining unchanged is likely to produce the most growth-
negative result in 2021.

In this scenario, we anticipate that Republican senators will remain resistant to a big 
fiscal package, likely even more so than in recent months when President Trump 
supported a larger package. Areas of agreement could be support for small 
businesses and middle class tax cuts, but key issues related to unemployment 
insurance, state and local government support, among others are unlikely to be 
areas of agreement in this scenario. While a large-scale infrastructure package 
could prove to be an area of agreement, particularly with Biden’s experience with 
the Senate and possible ability to reach across the aisle given historically moderate 
leanings, we anticipate that disagreements on how such a deal is funded (i.e., 
publicly funded versus public-private partnerships) and the insertion of a politically 
contentious issue like the environment into the calculus will once again dash hopes 
for a large infrastructure deal. In this scenario we see less than $500bn of fiscal 
stimulus in 2021, which could result in a moderate downgrade to our current 2021 
real GDP growth forecast of 3.8% (Q4/Q4).

Adding to our pessimism in this scenario is the fact that an obstructed Biden 
administration could be forced to instead focus on areas where they can use 
executive orders or guidance on supervision and regulation to achieve campaign 
promises in a number of areas. Key areas to consider, where Trump has pushed for 
reduced regulatory constraints in recent years, include health care, energy, finance, 
and the environment.

Trump win and Republican Senate (5-10% probability)

The third most likely outcome in our view is that Trump wins reelection and 
Republicans retain the Senate. As with all other scenarios, we assume that 
Democrats keep control of the House. In this status quo scenario, a Trump White 
House and Republican Senate are likely to push for several of the initiatives recently 
floated by the Trump administration, including making permanent key features of 
the Trump tax cuts, modest further cuts to the corporate tax rate, and payroll tax 
cuts to boost near-term growth prospects. However, achieving agreement with a 
Democratic House on many of these issues will prove difficult, unless they include 
some measures that are skewed towards Democratic priorities. As such, in this 
scenario we assume that significant fiscal stimulus packages remain elusive, which 
results in a fiscal impulse of less than $500bn in 2021.

Outside of fiscal stimulus, we anticipate a second Trump administration will 
continue the policy approaches for trade and regulation over the next four years. On 
the trade front, we would expect a push towards implementing Phase 1 of the trade 
deal with China as well as stronger consideration of the key issues that were left out 
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of the Phase 1 deal, including technology and intellectual property issues. To be 
sure, a second Trump Administration would likely be preoccupied with near-term 
domestic priorities with respect to combatting the coronavirus and restoring the 
health of the economy. Thus, we would expect escalation of trade conflicts to 
remain on the back burner, at least initially. 

That said, a unilateral approach to trade will continue to dominate, as will leveraging 
of tariffs to accomplish their international agenda. On the regulatory front, we 
would anticipate that Trump will continue to push for less regulation in a number of 
sectors, including energy and finance, and use executive orders or flexibility within 
implementation guidelines to achieve greater deregulation.

Trump win and Democratic Senate (0-5% probability)

The least likely outcome is that Trump wins reelection but Democrats take control 
of the Senate. Nonetheless, this result is also one of the more interesting outcomes 
with potentially binary implications for economic policy and fiscal stimulus in the 
coming years. On the one hand, a Trump administration faced with Democrat 
control of the Senate and House could break from the Republican Senate’s fiscal 
conservatism that has mandated fiscal contractions in the years following the 
Global Financial Crisis and, more recently, held back progress on recent fiscal 
stimulus talks. Significant infrastructure spending is one potential area of 
agreement for a Trump White House and Democratic Congress, though only if the 
President is willing to rely heavily on public funding. Another area of agreement – 
at least in terms of goals if not tactics – is a hard line on foreign trade and the 
economic relationship with China in particular.

Complicating this optimistic take on the potential for fiscal stimulus in this outcome 
is an accompanying risk of the potential for extreme gridlock. Should relations 
between Trump and Democratic Congressional leaders deteriorate further in this 
scenario, we would expect liberal usage of the President's veto power to block any 
bills passed through the Democratic Congress as well as a corresponding 
escalation of Congressional investigations into the President's actions and lawsuits 
seeking to block his executive orders.

However, either dynamic would take much longer to play out. At least in the short-
run, the current major impediment to fiscal stimulus, Senate Republicans, would be 
much less of a factor. As such, our view is that this scenario would result in a 
stimulus deal roughly in line with the $2 trillion package currently being negotiated 
by House Speaker Pelosi and Treasury Secretary Mnuchin.
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